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Polarization reversal during heating-cooling cycles was investigated in MgO doped lithium niobate
(MgO:LN) crystal using piezoresponse force microscopy. The essential dependence of the domain
structure evolution scenario on the maximal temperature in the cycle has been revealed
experimentally. It has been shown that the heating of the engineered domain matrix from room
temperature to 85  C leads to light size reduction of the isolated domains at the matrix edges,
whereas the heating to 170  C leads to essential reduction of the domain size. The opposite strong
effect of the domain formation and growth during cooling after pulse heating have been revealed in
single domain MgO:LN. The simulation of the time dependence of the pyroelectric field during
heating-cooling cycle allowed to reveal the temperature hysteresis and to explain all observed effects
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC
taking into account the temperature dependence of the bulk conductivity. V
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I. INTRODUCTION

The single crystals of lithium niobate LiNbO3 (LN) and
lithium tantalate LiTaO3 (LT) family have become the most
important objects of the domain engineering due to unique
nonlinear-optical and electro-optical properties and simple
domain structure.1–3 LN and LT with precise periodic domain structure (PPLN and PPLT) produced by electric field
poling allow to create various nonlinear-optical and electrooptical devices.4–6 PPLN and PPLT are used for laser light
frequency conversion with high efficiency based on quasiphase-matching effect.7–10
It is known that the domain structure in the crystals of
LN and LT family can be changed as a result of thermal cycling under the action of pyroelectric field.11–14 Two aspects
of this effect are important for application. First, the stable
single domain state or tailored domain pattern is crucial for
the optical devices used at the elevated temperatures.15,16
Second, the cooling after pulse heating can be used for producing of the stable micro- and nanodomain structures.17–26
The utilization of both antagonistic effects needs deep understanding of the domain structure evolution under the action
of pyroelectric field which appears during heating-cooling
cycles.
Recently the thermal-induced backswitching effect
(decreasing of domain sizes) has been reported in nearstoichiometric LT single crystals.27 The effect was
observed for small tailored domains inverted using conductive tip of the scanning probe microscope (SPM) in 3-lmthick-plate for the maximum heating temperature varied
from 40 to 100  C. It has been shown that the backswitching
degree is dependent on the temperature maximum. The
inverse effect representing thermal-induced domain growth
was revealed in near-stoichiometric LN for the maximum
heating temperature varied from 100 to 180  C.28 The effect
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has been studied for the hexagonal domains inverted by
SPM tip in 800-nm-thick-plate. The mechanism of the
thermal-induced polarization reversal has not been clarified
in these papers.
The formation of the stable nanoscale surface domain
structures after laser pulse heating was demonstrated experimentally in LN. The irradiation of single domain LN by
intense ultraviolet laser with pulse duration 7 ns induces
shallow surface domain rays with width below 300 nm and
depth about 2 lm.17 In contrast, the irradiation by infrared
laser (wavelength 10.6 lm) with pulse duration in millisecond range initiates the formation of the bulk domain structure consisting of nanoscale domain rays with depth up to
200 lm.20,23,26
In this work, we report the study of the polarization reversal as a result of heating-cooling cycles in congruent
MgO doped LN (MgO:LN). The change of the sizes of
isolated domains produced by local field applied using
conductive SPM tip has been measured by piezoelectric
force microscopy (PFM). The growth of nucleated domains
induced by pulse heating was studied by in situ visualization.
The calculated evolution of the pyroelectric field during
heating-cooling cycle has been used for explanation of the
experimental results.
II. EXPERIMENT

The change of the sizes of isolated domains was studied in 300-lm-thick single domain plates of singlecrystalline congruent LN doped by 5% weight of MgO
(MgO:LN) produced by Yamaju Ceramics, Japan. The
plates were cut normally to the polar axis and thinned by
lapping and polished carefully. The sample was glued by
conductive epoxy to the grounded metal disk. The domain
switching was carried out by application of the electric field
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using conductive SPM tip. The polarization reversal and
domain visualization in PFM mode have been done by SPM
NanoLaboratory NTEGRA Aura (NT-MDT, Russia). The
cantilevers NSC15 (MikroMasch, Estonia) with conductive
TiPt coating were used. The domains were produced by
application of the single rectangular field pulse with duration 10 s and amplitude 200 V at room temperature (RT). A
heating table of SPM allowed to change the sample temperature from RT to 200  C with required constant heating and
cooling rate up to 170  C/min.
The engineered domain structure was visualized by
PFM phase and amplitude images at RT. The domain images
were obtained after each heating or cooling stage. All operations were performed in air with normal pressure.
The domain visualization was realized by applying an
ac driving voltage with amplitude 5–10 V and frequency
17.4 kHz through the conductive tip while scanning the surface. The scanning time was about 10 min. Visualization and
switching using SPM tip were described in details in Refs.
29 and 30.
The stability of the domain structure during visualization procedure was examined by comparison of the images
obtained by multiple PFM scanning at given temperature.
The absence of any noticeable domain structure changes
induced by scanning has been confirmed experimentally.
Therefore, we can claim that the obtained polarization reversal has been caused by the heat treatment only.
The nucleation and growth of domains induced by pulse
heating was studied in 500-lm-thick plates of MgO:LN. The
pulse heating was realized by two methods: (1) current along
the electrode deposited on the polar surface and (2) infrared
laser irradiation.
For current heating, In2O3:SnO2 400-nm-thick electrode
with 1  4 mm2 area was deposited on Zþ surface. The current pulses with duration 0.5 ms and amplitude range from 2
to 3.5 A have been used. Thus, the energy density was varied
from 5 to 15 J/cm2.
For laser heating, the pulsed CO2 laser with wavelength
10.6 lm was used for sample irradiation by single pulse with
duration ranged from 1.0 to 4.5 ms. The focusing of the laser
irradiation by ZnSe lens allows to change the energy density
from 5 to 30 J/cm2. The estimated maximal temperature of
the sample surface 900  C has been below the melting point
for LN.
III. RESULTS

The polarization reversal after heating and cooling
stages was measured by analysis of the PFM domain images.
The domain structure evolution has been characterized in
terms of the averaged relative change of the domain area.
The engineered 5  5 matrix with 5-lm-period of the
isolated domains with averaged area 1.8 lm2 was produced
at RT (Fig. 1(a)). The changes of the domain structure were
measured after each heating or cooling stages: (1) first
heating to 85  C (Fig. 1(b)), (2) subsequent cooling to RT
(Fig. 1(c)), (3) second heating to 170  C (Fig. 1(d)). The temperature change rate for heating and cooling was about
10  C/min. It was shown by confocal Raman microscopy
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FIG. 1. PFM images of the domain matrix: (a) as engineered at RT, (b) after
heating to 85  C, (c) after cooling to RT, (d) after heating to 170  C.

that the needle-like domains produced by field application
using conductive SPM tip after heating-cooling cycle intergrew through the sample and possessed the neutral domain
walls.
The statistical analysis of the domain images allowed to
reveal that the first heating stage (RT ! 85  C) led to
decreasing of the domain sizes on 17% (down to 1.48 lm2)
in the first and the last rows only. The domain areas persisted
after the cooling stage (85  C ! RT). The second heating
stage (RT ! 170  C) resulted in essential inhomogeneous
domain backswitching: representing the five times reduction
of the averaged domain area at the edges of the domain matrix (down to 0.26 lm2) whereas the domains in the central
part diminished on 35% only (down to 1.17 lm2).
The inverse effect (domain growth) was obtained for
fast heating by current and pulse laser irradiation with heating rate above 100 000  C/s. The in situ optical observation
allowed to reveal that the pulse heating both by current and
laser irradiation led to domain nucleation and growth which
started during cooling. The isolated domains appeared after
pulse heating with energy density above 5 J/cm2 (Fig. 2(a)),
whereas the complicated structures of strictly oriented domain rays were formed for energy density above 12 J/cm2
(Figs. 2(b) and 3(a)). The submicron width of the domain
rays has been revealed by SPM visualization with high spatial resolution (Fig. 3(b)).
For explanation of the domain structure evolution we
have calculated the temperature dependence of Epyr for
heating–cooling cycle. We have considered the uniform
temperature change in infinite ferroelectric plate without
electrodes. The time and temperature dependent pyroelectric field Epyr(T,t) was estimated as a sum of depolarization
field Edep(T(t)) produced by bound charges and screening
field Escr(t(T)) produced by bulk screening charges




Epyr ðT; tÞ ¼ Edep TðtÞ – Escr tðTÞ :

(1)
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sðTÞ ¼ eðTÞe0 =rðTÞ;

(3)

where e(T) is the temperature dependent dielectric permittivity and e0 is dielectric constant.
The following equation can be written for relaxation of
the screening charge density qscr(T(t)):





 

dqscr TðtÞ =dt ¼ ½qscr TðtÞ  PS TðtÞ =s TðtÞ ;

(4)

where PS(T(t)) is the temperature dependent spontaneous
polarization.
Solution of the present equation is
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where T0 is the initial temperature of the plate.
Final equation for Epyr is the following:
FIG. 2. Domain structures induced in MgO:LN after pulse current heating of
polar surface. Energy density: (a) above 5 J/cm2, (b) above 12 J/cm2. Optical
images of domain structure revealed by chemical etching.

The temperature dependence of the bulk conductivity
with electronic and ionic inputs was taken into account







Epyr TðtÞ ¼ ½PS TðtÞ  qscr TðtÞ =eðTÞe0 :

(6)

Temperature dependence of Epyr has been calculated by
Eq. (6) for heating and cooling of LN plate with constant
rate: dT/dt ¼ 10  C/min (Fig. 4). The linear increase of Epyr
is obtained in the temperature range where the bulk

rðTÞ ¼ rel expð Wac el =kTÞ þ rion expð Wac ion =kTÞ; (2)
where Wacel is the activation energy for the electronic conductivity and Wacion is the activation energy for the ionic
conductivity.
The time constant characterized the screening of the
depolarization field without external screening is defined by

FIG. 3. Domain structure induced in MgO:LN after pulse infrared laser heating of polar surface. Energy density is above 12 J/cm2. (a) Optical image of
the domain structure; (b) SPM image of the domain ray. The domain structure revealed by chemical etching.

FIG. 4. Calculated temperature hysteresis of pyroelectric field for uniform
heating and cooling with constant rate 10  C/min. Tmax: (a) 110  C, (b)
140  C, (c) 200  C.
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FIG. 5. Calculated temperature hysteresis of pyroelectric field for uniform
heating and cooling with rate 10  C/min (straight line) and experimental
temperature dependence of nucleation threshold field (dashed line). Tmax:
(a) 85  C, (b) 170  C.

screening by electronic conductivity is ineffective (during
heating from RT up to 120  C) (Fig. 4(a)). The increasing of
the ionic conductivity during further heating leads to
decrease of Epyr due to effective bulk screening (Fig. 4(b)).
For high enough temperatures Epyr is negligibly small due to
complete screening (Fig. 4(c)). It must be noticed that the
maximal value of Epyr increased essentially with increasing
of the heating rate.
The sign and the value of Epyr during heating-cooling
cycle depend on the maximal temperature Tmax (Fig. 4). This
fact resulted in various types of the domain structure evolution. It is necessary to take in mind that the polarization
reversal occurs only for Epyr(T) above the temperature
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dependent threshold field Eth(T), representing the minimal
field value required for appearance of new domains.2
For slow heating-cooling (the first experiment) during the
first heating stage (RT ! 85  C) it is seen that Epyr increased
and exceeded Eth within small temperature range only near
the maximal heating temperature (Fig. 5(a)). This fact allows
to explain the observed small decrease of the isolated domain
sizes (Fig. 1(b)). The domain wall shift leads to decreasing of
Epyr and terminated the further domain reduction.
During the cooling stage (85  C ! RT) the calculated
Epyr value decreased and almost disappeared at RT (Fig. 5(a)).
Thus during the whole cooling stage Epyr(T) < Eth(T) which
allows to explain the obtained consistency of the domain size
as a result of cooling (Fig. 1(c)).
The second heating stage (RT ! 170  C) resulted in
essential extension of the temperature range satisfying polarization reversal condition (Fig. 5(b)). The domain size reduction effect was essentially stronger due to Epyr(T) > Eth(T)
during the long time (Fig. 1(d)).
The obtained different changes of the individual domain sizes in the center and at the edges of the domain
matrix can be attributed to inhomogeneous spatial distribution of the pyroelectric field. The spatial distribution of
the field produced by 5  5 matrix of the charged squares
has been calculated to explain the observed effect (Fig.
6). It has been shown that the electric field has the maximal value at the corners and edges of the matrix. This
fact allowed to explain the stronger size reduction of
domains situated at the edges of the matrix (Fig. 1(d)).
The exception to this rule obtained experimentally for
three domains at the first column (Fig. 1(d)) is caused by
existence of neighboring domains on the left side of engineered domain matrix.
For fast pulse heating (the second experiment) of the
single domain sample the switching field appeared only at
the cooling stage. The maximal value of pyroelectric field
increased due to fast cooling after pulse heating. The formation of the self-assembled micro- and nanodomain structures
after pulse laser irradiation has been studied experimentally
in Refs. 18 and 20–26.
The obtained formation of the stable domain structures
under the action of the pyroelectric field can be used for domain engineering in the crystals of LN family. This method
will be especially useful for production of the PPLN with
submicron periods.

FIG. 6. Electric field distribution generated by 5  5 matrix of charged squares. (a) 3D, (b) 2D, (c) 1D (at the matrix center) images.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the polarization reversal induced
by heating-cooling cycles in MgO doped lithium niobate
crystal using piezoresponse force microscopy for domain visualization after each heating or cooling stages. It has been
shown for slow heating and cooling that increasing of the
maximum heating temperature leads to more effective
decreasing of the sizes of domains engineered at room temperature. The fast pulse heating to high temperatures leads to
opposite effect representing the domain nucleation and
growth during cooling. The time dependence of pyroelectric
field has been calculated taking into account the temperature
dependence of electronic and ionic components of the bulk
conductivity. The revealed temperature hysteresis and dependence of the pyroelectric field on the maximum heating
temperature during heating-cooling cycle allowed us to
explain both obtained effects. It is clear that the proposed
model can be used for interpretation of the experimental
results obtained in Refs. 27 and 28.
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